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REVIVING THE OLD
All eight shophouses Share the same facade typology charac
terised by ricti detailing like the glazed porcelain tiles, motifs,

i!

intricate bas-relief mouldings and stained glass windows. Prac
tising the 3R principles and observing the Specific Facade Res
toration Guidelines, all elements on the facades were repaired
and reinstated where possible - from the five-foot way to old
peepholes, fanlights, decorative tiles, windows, doors and vents.
Within the interiors of the sTnophouses, elements sucTi as the
profile, pitcti and height of the existing roof were retained. The
original floorboards were repaired and re-varnisTied, with badly
damaged ones replaced,
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EIGHT DISTINCTIVE CONCEPTS
To introduce diversity and contrast behind the relatively uniform
facades in the row, the owner engaged different local archi
tects for eacTi sTiophouse on the same fixed, relatively modest
budget. This meant the architects had to come up with creative
solutions to make the most of the budget, yet effectively dem
onstrate how the interior spaces could be treated in different,
exciting ways to showcase various approaches to STiophouse
restoration. Notable design features and solutions in the units
include the reproduction of air wells, which although typical
in snophouses of the era, were not part of the original designs
of any of the eight. While every unit now offers a different inte
rior spatial experience, the flow of natural light seems to be the
guiding factor for all designs.
There is also an array of interpretations for the central stairway
structure connecting the top and ground levels of the sTiophouses. From the suspended steps over an internal courtyard pond in
Unit 9, to the meandering fence-like stairway leading to the roof
garden in Unit 11. the Steel spiral 'red dragon' in Unit 13, and the
origami-esgue sculptured centerpiece in Unit 15, the treatment
of the Stair core seemed to lead the interior metamorphosis of
every unit, bringing drama and illumination into the otherwise
light-deprived central core of each house. The result is an in
triguing display of what can happen when space and imagina
tion meet within the narrow confines of a vintage sTiophouse.

INGENIOUS ENGAGEMENT
The intent from the very beginning was to create a series of
distinctive sliophouses that could be enjoyed by tenants, yet
sTiared with the community to spur creativity and enhance the
appreciation of Singapore's built heritage, With the ongoing idea
to open up these units between leases for complementary use
in community building activities, the owner seems to have made
some headway in his goal to activate a new kind of excitement
in the neighbourhood. In no small measure, this project is a
glowing example of how architects and owners can creatively
work together to combine the old with the new in a refreshingly
unexpected way to transform life in the area - strengthening the
community spirit, reviving the social sense among inhabitants
and contributing positively to the Street.

BY LIEW HANQING
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About the projedi - The Lorong 24A Shophouse series rep
resents a novel art- and design-led approacfh to conservation
and place-making in Singapore.

SPACES FOR CREATIVITY
To date, 14 events have been held at the project, including stu
dent sTiows, local artist exhibitions, talks, architecture tours and
pop-up dinners. The project has been of interest to a variety of

The project revolves around eight conservation sTiophouses
along Lorong 24A Geylang. owned by a single client consortium
The idea was to invite eight local arclnitecTts and designers to

groups including students, design professionals, tourists, lo
cal residents and members of the public. Some of them have
discovered their influence on the urban fabric, and others have

produce eight unique concepts with a common brief. The snophouses would be rented out and regular events would be held

voiced their support for good architecture. Apart from the res

in the various sTiophouses to help rejuvenate the street, and

value and interest to them, by catering to contemporary living

bring another point of view to Geylang, a renowned red-light

KiH.

toration work to the stiophouses, the new designs have added
needs and offering a strong design attraction.

district in Singapore.
PoCket Projects was appointed as the creative development
consultant for the project. Their involvement started from

A JOURNEY THAT HAS JUST BEGUN
The project continues to evolve and new energy has been in
jected into the street. We hope that the ideas born here will

the initial conceptualisation, selection of the eight architects

inspire similar projects in other parts of Singapore. A kind of

and designers, and working closely with the appointed arcTii-

micro-neighbourhood has been started as a result of a design-

tecfts on the various projects. They were also involved in sub

driven initiative. Recognition of this approach will acknowledge

sequent tenant selection, event curation and the planning of
programmes and events. This Strategic long-term involvement
in the place-making process was necessary to ensure consist

other collectives or groups to seek out their own neighbour

the achievements through design practice and hopefully inspire
hoods to make a difference.

ency in terms of the outcome, which is experiential and begins
with finding the right designers, selecting the right tenants and

The existing stiophouses had two storeys and sTiared a similar

managing events well.

layout. Common features included the five-foot way, open rear

In contrast to conventional "top-down" urban planning pro

court and a quarter-turn staircase located in the centre of the
house. The ground floor of eaCh shophouse comprised an en

jects, this scheme is built around a collection of architectural
approaches to conservation - in effect, eight complementary

trance hail and private living space behind the central Staircase
on the ground floor, with the kitchen and bathrooms located in

proposals for the shophouse and eight teams of architects and

the rear, while the second floor was divided into two bedrooms.

designers translating their ideas into reality. Eadi designed their

The central wall spanning the breadth of eaCh unit - separating

assigned snophouse according to their interpretation of the

the external kitchen area from the internal living area - greatly

common brief. This resulted in an exciting STiowcase of possi
bilities where atypical spaces and imagination met the narrow

reduced the amount of light entering the central interiors. The
traditional central air wells were also absent.

typology of a sTiophouse. These homes have been designed
to accommodate a stiared interest in visual arts, design and
nedia, as a basis for community-building among neighbours.

Fhe following represents the typical plan of the original Shophouses. #

Eadi unique design is attractive to its own occupants, but as a
fluSter with a common focus on design and edginess, the stiop-

'Jew Hanqing is a Writer for BeMUSE

nouses form a small but dynamic core, revitalising the street
.hrough open houses, art exhibitions and social activities to
engage long-time residents of the Geylang district as well as
others from further afield.
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